


Make 
it 
Reign

Get 
Started 
Today

Since 2006, our expert team of 
traders and finance professionals has 
consistently strived to deliver exceptional 
trading tools and conditions to our 
valued clients. As a global organization, 
we are committed to empowering 
traders to navigate the international 
financial markets with confidence. 
Our unwavering mission is to provide 
unparalleled support and resources 
tailored to your specific trading needs.
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Australian Securities
& Investments Commission

 
Royal Financial Trading Pty 

Ltd is licensed and regulated 
by ASIC (Australian Securities 

& Investments Commission 
– License number AFSL 
420268) and located in 

Sydney, Australia.

Cyprus Securities
& Exchange Commission

 
Royal Financial Trading (CY) 
Ltd is licensed and regulated 
by CySEC (Cyprus Securities 
& Exchange Commission – 

License number 312/16) and 
located in Limassol, Cyprus.

Vanuatu Financial
Services Commission

 
Royal CM Limited is regulated 

by Vanuatu Financial 
Services Commission 

(VFSC) with License Number 
700284.

Financial Services
Authority

 
Royal ETP LLC is registered 

in Saint Vincent and the 
Grenadines under Company 

Number 149LLC2019.

regulation 
matters

At OneRoyal, our commitment extends 
beyond providing a world-class trading 
environment. We prioritize the safety of our 
traders by strictly complying to robust global 
regulatory frameworks. 

Our sustained diligence has allowed us to 
secure 4 international licenses, underscoring 
our dedication to providing secure and reliable 
trading for all our clients. This dual focus 
on excellence and security is at the heart of 
what makes OneRoyal a trusted name in the 
trading world.

oneroyal.com
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WHY INVEST WITH ONEROYAL?

MULTI-LICENSED & 
REGULATED

POWERFUL TRADING 
PLATFORMS

SUPER-LOW 
SPREADS

MULTIPLE FUNDING 
OPTIONS

FREE TOOLS & 
RESOURCES

CUSTOMISABLE 
TRADING 

ULTRA-FAST 
EXECUTION

ROUND-THE-CLOCK 
SUPPORT 

OneRoyal is a multi-licensed 
global broker, regulated and 
registered by ASIC, CySEC, 

VFSC and FSA.

Trade smarter with MT4 and 
MT5 at OneRoyal: powerful, 

award-winning platforms 
for fast, secure trading and 

diverse asset options, suitable 
for every trader.

Thanks to OneRoyal’s 
exceptionally deep liquidity 
pool, you get to trade with 

spreads starting from 0.0 pips. 

Fund your account instantly 
in 20+ currencies with 

ZERO deposit & withdrawal 
fees. Enjoy a wide range of 
funding options, including 

Cryptocurrencies.

We offer access to financial 
market insights, real-time 

quotes, economic calendars, 
technical analysis, copy trading, 

in-house educational videos, 
seminars & more.

We offer flexible account 
options for every type of 

trader, regardless of deposit 
amounts.

OneRoyal’s execution speed, 
as low as a few milliseconds, 
gives you the most efficient 

price execution in the market.

24/5 customer support 
is available in multiple 

languages, including yours. 
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ECN
Our ECN accounts offer tight spreads with 
a ticket fee commission per trade.

Initial Deposit
$50 - $9,999

Spreads As Low As
0.0 pips    

Commission / RT 
per 1 Lot

$7.00

Leverage
Up to 1:1000*

Initial Deposit
>$10,000

Spreads As Low As
0.0 pips    

Commission / RT 
per 1 Lot

$3.50

Leverage
Up to 1:1000*

ECN ECN elite

Initial Deposit
$50 - $9,999

Spreads As Low As
1.4 pips    

Commission / RT 
per 1 Lot

$0.00

Leverage
Up to 1:1000*

Initial Deposit
>$10,000

Spreads As Low As
0.4 pips    

Commission / RT
per 1 Lot

$0.00

Leverage
Up to 1:1000*

CLASSIC VIP

zero commission
Our Zero commission accounts have a wider spread, 
but no ticket fee commission on your trades.

TRADING ACCOUNTS
We offer 2 main types of trading accounts 
Zero commission and ECN. 

Base Currencies Available USD   EUR   AUD   GBP   CAD   CHF   JPY   PLN   BRL
* Leverage offered to retail investors trading CFDs with OneRoyal’s Cyprus entity - Royal Financial Trading (Cy) Ltd - is limited between 1:30 and 1:2

All OneRoyal 
accounts offer free 
access to essential 
trading tools and 

resources.

oneroyal.com



DYNAMIC LEVERAGE

oneroyal.com

Take control of your forex investments.
Learn, Practice, Succeed with Cent Accounts.
Join Our Community!

The Dynamic Leverage model allows for your leverage to adapt based on 
your trading positions. Dynamic leverage is applied on a per instrument 
basis, where the leverage will automatically decrease as your trading 
volume increases. This allows traders to maximise their trading potential 
while ensuring responsible risk management strategies remain in place.



AED   AUD   CAD   CHF   DKK   EUR   GBP   HKD   HUF   JPY   LBP   MXN   NZD   PLN   SEK   SGD   THB   TRY   USD   ZAR

BTC   ETH   USDT   XRP

USD   EUR   AUD   GBP   CAD   CHF   JPY   PLN   BRL

ACCEPTED CURRENCIES

CRYPTOCURRENCY

MULTIPLE CURRENCY BASE ACCOUNTS

Variety of Funding Methods

FUNDING 
QUICK AND EASY

Funding is swift and available in 20+ currencies, through a wide 
range of payment methods, as well as BTC, ETH, XRP and USDT.  

The following payments are available under certain entities only

oneroyal.com



WE SHARE OUR PASSION FOR TRADING AND GIVE YOU 
THE BEST ENVIRONMENT AND SUPPORT, WHETHER 
YOU ARE A TRADER, INTRODUCING BROKER, MONEY 

MANAGER OR INSTITUTIONAL CLIENT.

oneroyal.com

OneRoyal does not implement Introducing Broker partnerships within the EU under its CySEC license.



TRADERS

MT4 & MT5 TRADING PLATFORMS
OneRoyal offers the world’s most advanced 
Trading Platforms.

ECN & ZERO COMMISSION
Multiple trading account types designed for every 
type of trader.

TRADING CENTRAL
Free access to the world’s leading live news, 
fundamental and technical analysis. 

COPY TRADING
Follow successful traders, learn as you watch, and 
copy their trades. 

TRADER’S PORTAL
Your very own user-friendly client portal where you 
get everything done.

EDUCATION TOOLS
Engaging content and webinars to enhance your 
skills, knowledge, and simply make you better.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Multilingual support 24/5 from a global broker.

MULTIPLE ACCOUNT TYPES
You can refer all types of clients; all OneRoyal 
accounts feature excellent pricing, tools and 
resources, regardless of deposit amounts.

TAILORED COMmission 
Generous and customised commission packages 
geared towards helping you maximize your 
revenues and growth, with full 24/5 support.

PARTNERS’ PORTAL
Your own platform, featuring dashboard visibility 
and customisable detailed reports, as well as 
statements on all your transactions.

MAM & MULTITERMINAL
Trading interfaces, designed specially for money 
managers or traders with multiple accounts.

PAMM TRADING
Experience tailored trading with our PAMM 
accounts, offering a blend of expert management 
and personalized strategies.

TIER 1 LIQUIDITY & EXECUTION
Global multi-asset liquidity through state-of-the-art 
execution technology, with high liquidity and tight 
spreads.

FIX API TRADING
Multiple connectivity options with seamless flow of 
real-time data and trades, for clients who wish to 
use their own trading platform.

REVENUE SHARING MODELS
Based on flow type, we help maximise revenue 
potential through excellent pricing and revenue 
sharing models. 

REGULATED TRADING
OneRoyal is a multi-licensed brand that is regulated, 
compliant and committed to higher trading 
standards since 2006.

Our success is a product of the partnerships we’ve 
established along the way.

OneRoyal has been the backbone countless brokers 
and institutional clients rely on. 

partners INSTITUTIONAL

oneroyal.com

OneRoyal does not implement Introducing 
Broker partnerships within the EU under its 
CySEC license.



 YOUR KEY CFD
 MARKETS FOR
TRADING

METALS
INDICES
CRYPTO

FOREX  
ENERGY
SHARES
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What makes MT5 the superior Trading Platform?

Access world-class trading tools and features

MT5 Mac  MT5 Desktop   MT5 Mobile  MT5 Web

oneroyal.com

MT5 offers advanced charting capabilities, allowing 
traders to analyze price movements with various technical 
indicators, graphical objects, and timeframes.

MT5 offers a wide range of order types, including market 
orders, pending orders, stop orders, and trailing stops, 
allowing traders to execute trades according to their 
preferred strategies.

Trade 1900+ instruments, including forex, stocks, 
commodities, indices, and cryptocurrencies, providing 
diversification opportunities for traders.

The integrated economic calendar in MT5 provides real-
time updates on important economic events, helping 
traders stay informed about market-moving news and 
make timely trading decisions.

MT5 enables traders to automate their trading strategies 
using the built-in MetaEditor and MQL5 programming 
language, allowing for the development and execution of 
expert advisors (EAs) and custom indicators.

MT5 simplifies the trading process with its one-click 
trading feature, allowing traders to execute trades 
quickly and efficiently, especially during fast-moving 
market conditions.

Advanced Charting Flexible Order Types

Multiple Asset Classes Economic Calendar

Algorithmic Trading One-Click Trading



Interactive charts with 9 timeframes, 
23 analytical objects and 30 
technical indicators.

Why Is MT4 the Most Popular Trading Platform?

Access world-class trading tools and features

MT4 Mac       MT4 Desktop           MT4 Mobile MT4 Web

OneRoyal offers you an enhanced edition of one of the most powerful platforms on all devices.

24/5 access to all OneRoyal trading 
instruments in multiple asset 
classes.

User-friendly and customisable 
interface designed especially for 
CFD trading.

Market execution mode, 2 market 
orders, 4 pending orders and 2 stop 
orders.

Mobile trading on iOS and Android, 
with a full set of trading orders, 
analytics and indicators.

Full set of risk management tools 
including financial alerts, stop loss 
and take profit.

oneroyal.com



IMPROVE YOUR TRADING WITH MT4 ACCELERATOR

Alarm Manager
Your own personal trading assistant

Sentiment Trader
Shows you risk sentiment on symbols 

Session Map
Bird’s eye view of the world’s markets

Market Manager
Watch-list of symbol prices and open 
positions

Stealth Orders
Undercover trades that others can’t see

Mini Terminal
Made to focus on a specific market

Correlation Matrix 
Shows you correlations between pairs
 

Correlation Trader 
Takes Correlation Matrix to another level

Connect
Customise news feeds and track stories

Trade Terminal
Professional level trade execution and 
analysis

Tick Chart Trader
Ultra fast order entry and exit

Excel RTD
Excel builder that interacts with MT4 data

oneroyal.com

Why trade with MT4 when you can trade with MT4 Accelerator?

12 advanced tools to enhance your trading experience



A New Era for Successful 
Traders

PAMM TRADING

OneRoyal’s PAMM service offers a dynamic platform for successful traders looking 
to expand their horizons by managing investments from our extensive network of 
clients.

• Increased Earning Potential: Manage a larger fund pool, boosting your income
   through performance fees.
• Diversification: Broaden your income sources beyond personal trading.
• Enhanced Reputation: Showcase your trading prowess to a wider audience.
• Networking: Connect with fellow traders and investors.
• Professional Growth: Gain insights and develop your trading and risk
   management skills.

• Proven Track Record: Demonstrate your trading success and consistency.
• OneRoyal’s Approval: Complete your registration and get approved.
• Risk Management: Showcase your ability to manage investment risks.
• Effective Communication: Clearly articulate your trading strategies and performance.
• Invest Your Own Capital: Commit your funds alongside your investors.

Join OneRoyal’s PAMM and transform your trading journey.

Key Benefits

Become a PAMM Manager

oneroyal.com

 MONEY
MANAGER

REMAINING 
PROFIT

$100,000 $10,000

Profit
+ $12,500

Performance 
fee - $2500

INVESTOR A

INVESTOR C INVESTOR D

INVESTOR B

+ $3,000

+ $1,500 + $5,000

+ $500

$30,000

$15,000 $50,000

$5,000

Profits 
distributed 
to investors 
according 

to % of their 
contribution



The Ultimate Solution for 
Money Managers

Multi-Account 
Manager

Targeting professional money managers seeking a robust platform 
to manage multiple accounts, OneRoyal’s MAM service provides 
the perfect blend of flexibility, efficiency, and control. Utilize MT4 to 
handle multiple investor accounts with ease.

A MAM account is a master trading account enabling money 
managers to manage multiple sub-accounts with customizable 
trade sub-allocation. It’s ideal for tailoring services to each investor’s 
risk profile and account size. OneRoyal’s MAM also supports fixed 
lot allocations.

Our MAM accounts offer flexible trade allocations and risk 
adjustments based on client profiles. Managers can define trade 
sizes and leverage, catering to varying risk appetites.

Open a MAM account with OneRoyal and invite investors to join. 
Client funds are pooled in the master account, where trades are 
executed and then distributed proportionally among sub-accounts. 
Both profits and losses are allocated based on chosen allocation 
methods.

OneRoyal’s MAM service allows for real-time deposits and 
withdrawals, diverse fee calculation methods, and up to 10 different 
trade allocations. Set performance fees to align with your trading 
strategy and investment philosophy.

Leverage all MT4 features for a personalized trading environment. 
Manage up to 200 live accounts, execute group orders, and monitor 
real-time equity and P&L. Enjoy dynamic leverage, automated 
commission calculation, and various order placement methods.

MAM Overview

Advantages of Allocation Methods

How MAM Works

Key Features

Advanced MAM Technology

oneroyal.com



Access the strategies of successful traders and mirror their 
trades with Copy Trading, powered by HokoCloud. All you have 
to do is choose from thousands of successful traders, observe 
their strategies and copy their trades automatically into your 
account. Simply link your OneRoyal account to your HokoCloud 
account and start Copying trades.

Copy Trading tools are not available within the EU under CySEC license

OneRoyal trading accounts 
come with an array of free 
trading and educational tools.

TRADING TOOLS

COPY TRADING

oneroyal.com



OneRoyal trading accounts 
come with an array of free 
trading and educational tools.

TRADING TOOLS

VPS HOSTING

Get free, 24/7 access to a global Virtual Private Server (VPS) account so you 
can run your automated trading strategy continuously, without interruption. 
The main benefits of VPS hosting:

• A considerably Faster Execution speed
• Ultra-low Latency due to strategically placed data centres
• Low-to-no risk of losing uptime on your trading due to power shortage

oneroyal.com



OneRoyal trading accounts 
come with an array of free 
trading and educational tools.

TRADING TOOLS

TRADING CENTRAL

Make more informed decisions with global technical analysis from the world’s 
leading signals provider. Here are some tools that Trading Central provides: 

• Technical Insights
• Featured Ideas
• Technical Views
• Research Platform
• Technical & Newsbrief Newsletter

oneroyal.com



Educational
TOOLS

The Roy & Al Show

Trader’s Fix

WEBINARS

 Technical Analysis  

Education-on-Demand

oneroyal.com



There’s a reason why traders and 
partners trade with us.

17 YEARS OF PARTNERSHIPS
 BUILT ON TRUST

LEADING TOOLS
& RESOURCES

WE SPEAK 
YOUR LANGUAGE

DEDICATED to
CUSTOMER CARE

Since 2006, we’ve grown  
exponentially thanks to a 

number of key partnerships 
we’ve formed and continue 

to nurture to this day. It takes 
both sides to build a bridge.

We offer a variety of tools to 
enhance your trading experience 
with OneRoyal. Take your trading 

to the next level with Copy 
Trading, MT4 Accelerator, VPS 

Hosting and advanced analytics 
and market insights.

With a remarkable team of 
over 120 skilled and devoted 

individuals across five countries, 
we at OneRoyal offer you 

support in your native language, 
tailored to your individual needs.

Opening a trading account 
with OneRoyal grants you the 

exclusive benefit of having 
your own Account Manager, 
available 24/5 to answer any 

questions you may have.

Why OneRoyal

oneroyal.com



A TRULY 
GLOBAL BROKER

oneroyal.com

Our locations cover 4 
continents with regulated 
offices and business 
presence in 8 countries.

AUSTRALIACyprus

Lebanon

Egypt

United 
states

Vanuatu

st. vincent and 
the grenadines

Nigeria



 of %60 .CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage
 retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether
 .you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money

.months, based on regulatory requirements 3 Please note that this % is updated every

Since 2006, OneRoyal has been the broker you can depend on. 

Get in touch!

oneroyal.com   |   support@oneroyal.com

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 68% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with OneRoyal’s 
entities combined. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. 

Please note that this % is updated every 3 months, based on regulatory requirements.


